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OBJECTIVES

With regards to public sector digitalisation the once-only principle (OOP) aims at collecting 
information from citizens and businesses only once and at enabling public administration bodies 
to internally share this information  - even across borders - to avoid duplication and to reduce 
administrative burden. 

The conference on the once-only principle for citizens and businesses is a joint event of the two EU 
funded projects SCOOP4C and TOOP. Both projects investigate the implementation of the OOP in 
Europe on a cross-border level; while SCOOP4C is analysing how the OOP can be implemented in 
public services for citizens, TOOP will pilot OOP implementations for businesses.

The conference aims at creating awareness about the importance of the OOP for administrative 
burden reduction. It will demonstrate the findings of SCOOP4C and TOOP over the first year and 
showcase cross-border OOP solutions for citizens and businesses. In subsequent group discussions, 
participants and speakers will investigate how the presented cross-border OOP solutions can be 
disseminated across Europe to foster once-only implementation, and what drivers, enablers but 
also barriers they had or still have to face to exploit the full potentials of OOP in dedicated 
domains. 

TARGET AUDIENCE

Participants from public administrations, federal, regional and local government and practitioners 
from companies, who all have responsibility in planning and implementing OOP solutions in their 
environments. Academia working in the field and acting as multiplier to transfer OOP concepts and 
solutions.

REGISTRATION

The participation is free of charge but the number of places is limited, so please register either 
via website (https://scoop4c.eu/contact) or via email (scoop4c@uni-koblenz.de).
Please note that by registering for the event you agree that photos of you being taken during the 
event will be used for dissemination purposes.  

NEGZ conference (in German) follows on the subsequent day.



08:30 - 09:00 Arrival of the participants and morning coffee

09:00 - 10:00 SESSION 1
  Opening with keynotes and project presentations 

  Keynote Europe: The importance of the once-only principle in Europe,
  Serge Novaretti (tbc), European Commission, DG Connect

  Findings from studying the once-only principle for citizens
  Maria A. Wimmer, Project Coordinator SCOOP4C, University of Koblenz-Landau 

  TOOP architecture and pilots for businesses
  Robert Krimmer, Project Coordinator TOOP, Tallinn University of Technology

10:00  Coffee break

10:15 - 11:45 SESSION 2 
  Presentation of (cross border) once-only cases 

  Once-only in the social sector
  • The EESSI project, Gary Taylor (tbc), Project Manager EESSI 

  Once-only in the education sector 
  • The EMREX project, Mats Linstedt, Project Manager EMREX

  Once-only in the business sector
  • Cross-border e-tendering with the TOOP architecture, Marco Brunzel, 
    Jan Blömacher, Metropolregion Rhein-Neckar
  • TOOP Pilots in cross-border cases facilitating business mobility, 
     Lefteris Leontaridis, WP3 (Piloting) Manager TOOP

  Once-only in the health sector:  
  • Exchange of health data between Estonia and Finland, Hannes Astok,    
     eGovernance Academy

  • Exchange of health data between Italy and Slovenia, Gilda de Marco, Insiel S.p.A. 

11:45  Lunch break

12:30 - 13:30 SESSION 3
  World café with group discussions of once-only cases  

  Participants and speakers will discuss in different groups the presented cross-border 
  OOP solutions and what we can learn from them. 

13:30  Presentation of the group results

14:45  Wrap-up and next steps, Maria A. Wimmer, Project Coordinator SCOOP4C

15:00  End of SCOOP4C Conference, ongoing NEGZ meeting

19:00  Joint dinner of NEGZ members and conference participants at Orangelab, Berlin



JOIN THE DISCUSSION ON TOOP

The TOOP consortium has the ambition to 
demonstrate the project’s contributions in 
a real-world setting. For any questions, 
comments, and ideas related to TOOP 
project, please feel free to get in touch 
with us:

Learn more about the OOP for businesses
Get more information on our pilot areas
Work with us on our deliverables
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www.toop.eu
facebook.com/onceonlyprinciple/ 
twitter.com/toop4eu 
bit.ly/2i1k6MF 

JOIN THE DISCUSSION ON SCOOP4C

By joining the Stakeholder Community 
Once-Only Principle for Citizens (SCOOP4C) 
you gain access to useful background 
information. Among other things you will 
receive access to: 

Regular workshops and events 
on once-only
Once-only knowledge base and glossary
Option to suggest once-only 
best-practice cases
Project documentation and updates
Online community platform
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www.scoop4c.eu 
facebook.com/SCOOP4C
twitter.com/SCOOP4C
bit.ly/2lKVV1Z
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